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Considerable attention has been devoted in the literature to the possible use 
of f (X )  ~ (X  ~ + 1)(Xe-t - 1)/(X+ 1), where (p,q) = 1, as a generator 
polynomial of burst-correcting cyclic codes, owing to the extremely simple 
hardware implementation f both encoder and decoder, and the flexibility in 
choosing suitable codes. The problem of finding a relation among p, q and 
a certain b, such that the code generated by f(X) corrects error bursts of 
length b or less, has been solved in a number of ways. A complete optimal 
solution is presented here; i.e., it is shown how the maximum possible value of 
b can be determined when p and q are given. In most cases, the values obtained 
from the presented solution outperform those known hitherto. For b > 28 and 
for relatively long blocks, the presented codes are more efficient han the most 
efficient codes known. The probability is also found of detecting error bursts 
whose length exceeds the maximum correctable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerable attention has been devoted in the literature to the possible use 
o f f (X )  = (X ~ + 1)(Xq + 1)/(X @ 1), wherep and q are relatively prime odd 
numbers, as a generator polynomial of (pq, pq - -  p - -  q + 1) burst-correcting 
cyclic codes, owing to the extremely simple hardware construction of both 
encoder and decoder, and the flexibility in choosing such codes. The encoder 
and decoder structure are described below. 
The encoding process illustrated in Fig. l a is a standard one. Decoding can 
be done by a circuit of a similar construction. However, it was shown by Chien 
(1969) that the decoder of the Fire code which is generated by a polynomial 
of the form f (X )  ~ (X  c + 1) p(X)  can be split into two parallel dividing 
circuits; one divides by (X c + 1) and the other byp(X).  The polynomial treated 
in this paper has a similar form, and the decoding circuit is shown in Fig. lb. The 
decoding operation is carried out as follows. (More theoretical details can be 
found in Chien's paper.) 
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The received message v(x) is shifted into a buffer; also into registers R1 and 
R 2 which are p-stage and q-stage feedback shift registers. These divide by 
X ~ + 1 and X q ~- 1. (Throughout this text it is assumed, without loss of genera- 
lity, that q > p.) After the complete message of length p • q has been received, 
the registers R1 , R2 contain the remainders obtained by dividing v(x) by X ~ + 1 
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FIG. 1. (a) Encoder, (b) decoder. 
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and X q @ 1. A check is made in order to determine whether the content of the 
registers is "all 0." If this is the case, no error has been detected and the received 
message is shifted out of the buffer without any correction. 
If an error is detected, the content of the last q - -  p stages of R~ (counting 
from the left), are checked as to being "all 0." At the same time the contents 
of the ith stages of R 1 and R 2 , 1 < i % p are checked as to being identical. 
I f  either one of these two checks fails, the bits stored in the buffer are shifted 
out one at a time, while the gate is closed and the input is constantly logic 0. 
For  each bit leaving the buffer, both registers are shifted cyclically by one place 
to the left, and the checks described are performed for each shift. 
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When both checks have been satisfied, i.e., one check shows "all 0" input 
and the other shows identity of the content of the first p stages, the content 
of these stages is the error burst. The gate is now opened, and the content of 
R 1 is added bit by bit to the bits shifted out of the buffer, and the correction is 
completed. (For the convenience of analysis performed later, it can be assumed 
without loss of generality that the first stage of R 1 and R 2 , when both checks 
have been satisfied, contains a "1," since if this is not the case R 1 and R 2 can in 
principle be shifted on until such a state is obtained, and the correction could 
start then.) 
An uncorrectable error is detected when either one of the two checks per- 
formed has not been satisfied by the time the message is shifted completely 
out of the buffer. 
I f  only burst correction is desired, without taking any precaution against 
uncorrectable errors, the check for "all 0" input is not necessary. The second 
check is sufficient for correcting an error which is within the error correction 
capability of the code. (If this check is satisfied then the last q --  p stages of R~ 
must contain zeros, since the number of ones in both registers is the same.) 
The code is capable of correcting a single burst of tength b or less inside 
a block of length p - q. The value of b is related to p and q, and methods of 
determining b, given p and q, have been given by several authors, who stated 
the conditions that b should fulfil. Gilbert (1960), who was the first to treat 
these codes, proved that, assuming q > p, all bursts of length b ~ [(p + 1)/2] 
can be corrected, where [a] denotes the integer part of a. 
Neumann (1965) claimed that if Hp and I lq are the smallest prime divisors 
of p and q respectively, and b~ = p(Hp -- 1)~Up, bq = q(Hq -- 1)[Hq, then 
the code can correct an error burst of a length up to b = min(b~, bq). He 
further claimed that this condition is also optimal; i.e., not all bursts of any 
length longer than b can be corrected. 
Bahl and Chien (1969) pointed out an inaccuracy in Neumann's results, and 
their value for b was min(b~, bq, [(p q- q + 2)/3]). They did not claim that 
their condition is optimal. For evaluating the efficiency of this code, it should 
be noticed that for q > p, the value of b can never exceed p -- 1. In order that 
b = p --  1, p must be prime, and the value of q should be at least 2p --  5. The 
number of parity check bits is p + q --  1, which is at least 3(p --  2), (for 
b = p --  1). The efficiency of the Bahl and Chien code is therefore of the same 
order as that of the Fire code (for which the number of check bits is at least 
3b --  1). 
Tenegol'ts et al. (1972) gave another set of relatively complicated sufficient 
conditions. For q > p, the value of b is determined from the constraints 
(1) ~-(b-- 1) <q <2b- -  1, 
(2) p -- b =/= (2b- -  q -- Wt ) / (W- -  2), where t = 1, 2 ..... W, and 
3 ~ W~(2b- -q+2) /2 .  
643[39[3-6 
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For some specific p and q under which there are specific error-burst patterns, 
these authors were able to construct codes with a redundancy lower than that 
required by the above constraints. These codes are referred to as "Tenegol'ts 
low-redundancy odes." It was not shown whether such codes are optimal. 
The problem of determining the largest value for b, given p and q, and thus 
optimizing the code, was left open up to now. A complete solution is presented 
here. 
It is shown that the values predicted for b by Bahl and Chien (1969) are in 
most cases not optimal. It is also shown that all 11 Tenengol'ts low-redundancy 
codes listed are optimal. They are only some of the possible codes suggested 
here, which are independent of the error-burst pattern. 
Comparing the efficiency of the presented optimal codes with that of the most 
efficient burst-correcting codes known, it is observed that for b > 28 and 
b/n ~ 5 % (n is the block length), the suggested codes outperform the known codes 
in most cases. 
Fujiwara et al. (1970) chose p and q to be any two successive primes, and then 
calculated the probability of correcting bursts of certain lengths. Similarly, 
the probability of detecting error bursts whose length is beyond the error- 
correcting capability of the suggested codes is calculated in this paper. 
2. THEORY 
Returning to the description of the decoder in Fig. 1, let the contents of R 1 
and R2, when both checks performed by the decoder have been satsified, be 
denoted by P and Q, respectively. This means that P and Q are sequences of 
length p and q respectively, q > p, where the first p elements of Q are identical 
to the corresponding elements of P, the rest of the elements of Q being 0. We 
assume that the first element of P (and Q) is 1. The sequence P forms the burst 
error pattern. 
Let P and Q be shifted cyclically through s places until the sequences P '  
and Q' respectively are obtained, such that the first p elements of Q' are identical 
to the corresponding elements of P', the first element being a 1. In order that the 
code may be valid, the four sequences P, P',  Q, and Q' should exist only for 
s ~ u 'p  • q, for some u, otherwise the two checks performed by the decoder 
could be satisfied more than once within one received message, and an error 
burst could not therefore be corrected uniquely. The following theorem analyzes 
the conditions under which these four sequences exist for 0 ~ s ~ p - q. 
THEOREM 1. The sequences P, P', Q, and Q' exist for some 0 < s < p . q 
only if the sequence P consists of n runs of q -- p successive zeros, for some n >/O, 
where the remaining elements consist of repetitions of a certain sequence .4, and where 
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P starts and ends with A. (For example P = 11011000110, wherep = 11, q = 13, 
= 1, A = (11o) . )  
Pro@ We first consider the case where P or Q is periodic. I f  P is periodic 
with periodicity k, then the sequences P, P', Q, and Q' exist for s = m - k - q, 
for any m. It  is obvious that the theorem holds for this case (for which n = 0). 
I f  Q is periodic with periodicity k, then P, P', Q, and Q' exist for s = m " k • p. 
In this case k > q - -p ,  since Q starts with a "one" and ends with q - -p  
successive zeros. The se quence P consists of q/k repetitions of a certain sequence 
A of length k -}- p -- q, these sequences being separated by q - -  p successive 
zeros, and P starts and ends with A, as demonstrated below. 
Q=I  000  1 000  "-" 1 000 ,  p =q-2 ,  
P=I  000  1 000  "- 1 0. 
d A A 
The theorem thus holds for a periodic Q. However, even for nonperiodic P
and Q, it is possible to find the sequences P '  and ~ '  for some 0 < s < p - q, 
as shown by the following example. 
P = 1100001, ~ = 11000010000 (p = 7, q = 11). If  both P and ~ are 
shifted cyclically to the left through 50 places, the following sequences are 
obtained: P '  = 1000011, ~ '  = 10000110000. (Here A = 1, 6 = 0000, 
P = AA6A,  e '  = A¢AA.)  
Let it be assumed that the sequences P, P', Q, and ~'  exist for 0 < s < p • q, 
and s is not divisible by p or q. 
Let i ~ s (modp),  and j ~- s (mod q). It is clear that i ~- 0 and j v~ 0, 
otherwise P = P '  or ~ = ~' .  
(a) The case in which i = j. 
s = i+k lp  = jq -k2q  , 
i = j  ~ k~ p = k2q ,
which is impossible since p and q are relatively prime and kip < s < pq. (The 
author is thankful to a referee for pointing out this approach.) 
(b) Tke case in wkich i ~ j. Let Dx denote the block of q - -p  successive 
zeros starting at the (p + 1)th place in Q. This gives rise to a corresponding 
block D 2 starting at the (p + 1 - -  j )  mod q place in O'. Since both ~ and O' 
start with a 1 and end with q - -p  successive zeros, it follows that j > q - -p ,  
and D 2 is therefore confined to the first p places of Q'. Since the first p elements 
of (2' consist of P'  this gives rise to a block D a in P '  with the same location as 
D 2 in Q', and this in turn gives rise to a block D 4 starting at the ((p @ 1 - - j )  
rood q + i) rood p place in P. A block D 5 therefore xists in the same place in ~.  
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Starting the same process all over gain, another block De is obtained in Q'. 
If this block starts at the (p + 1)th place, the process terminates. Otherwise 
it goes on following the above procedure. Two blocks D~ and Dt located in 
the same sequence Q, Q', P, or P'  do not overlap or abut because they are both 
followed by a 1 (the first element of a sequence is considered to follow its last 
one). Since q is finite, this process must eventually terminate when a block D~ 
is obtained, starting at the (p q- 1)th place in Q'. 
It is obvious that if D~ is in Q, Q', P, or P' for some u, then u = 1 (mud 4), 
2 (mud 4), 0 (mud 4), or 3 (mud 4), respectively. 
LEMMA. Let Dm be the block which terminates the process. Let the all zero 
blocks D4v+IV = 0,..., (m -- 2)/4 be deleted from Q. Then the remaining sequence 
consists of repetitions of a subsequence A, where A repeats itself at least twice; i.e., 
it is a periodic sequence. 
Proof. Let all the blocks D~, u = 1, 2,..., m be deleted from their corre- 
sponding sequences O, Q', P, and P' and let the remainders of the sequences 
be denoted by Q, Q', P, and/5' respectively. If the tth element of an original 
sequence still remains after the deleting process, let its new location be denoted 
by i. 
Q' is obtained from O by a left-cyclic shift throughj places. For every deleted 
D4v+l in Q which starts at the uth place, there is a deleted D~u+2 in Q' which 
starts at the (u -  j )mod q place. It follows that Q' is obtained from Q by 
shifting ~) cyclically to the left through ] places. 
P'  is obtained from P by a left-cyclic shift thourgh i places. For every deleted 
D4v+a in P' which starts at the uth place, there is a deleted D~(v+~) in P which 
starts at the (u + i) mud p place. It follows that /5, is obtained from /5 by 
shifting P cyclically to the left through i places. 
It is also obvious that P ~ Q and P' = Q', and since i 4= j it follows that 
It can be conluded that (Q equals some cyclic permutation of itself, and it 
therefore consists of repetitions of a subsequence A whose length is } i - - j  l, 
which proves the postulate. 
Since/5 = ~ it follows that after n blocks D~, for some n, have been deleted 
from P, the rest consists of repetitions of A. The sequence P must terminate 
with A, since otherwise Q ends with Ds and D~ appearing successively, which is 
impossible as has already been explained. 
Theorem 1 has thus been proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let a~ = p -- n(q -- p), n =- O, 1, 2,..., [p/(q -- p)], and let 
Ha~ > 1 be the smallest prime divisor of an. Let Ban ~ p -- a~,/Ha,, .
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(1) The code generated by f (X )  = (X  ~ @ 1)(X q -i- 1)/(X + 1) corrects 
a burst of length b or less inside a block of length p • q, where 
b = min(Bao, Ba 1 ,...). 
(2) The described value for b is the largest possible such that all bursts of 
length b may be corrected. 
Proof. (1) The sequence p = (P0, P1 .... ) forms the burst-error pattern. 
The value of b is therefore determined by the largest i, where Pi = I, under 
which the existence of P, P' ,  Q, and Q' for 0 < s < pq is impossible. 
Let the sequence A defined in Theorem 1 be of length k. The value of k 
cannot exceed the value of the highest proper divisor of p-  n (q -  p), for 
some 0 <~ n <~ [p~(q --p)],  which means that k <~ max(ao~IIao, al/Ha 1 .... ). 
The sequence P may be taken to end with A, and since A starts with a 1, the 
sequence P must have a 1 element at the (p --  k + 1)th place. I f i (defined above 
to the highest index of a 1 element in P) is not allowed to exceed p -  k for 
any k, the sequences P, P' ,  Q, and Q' cannot exist for 0 < s < p • q. Since 
k ~ max(ao/Ilao, al/Ha 1 ...) it follows that b = min(Ba0, Ba 1 ,...). 
(2) It is necessary to show that there exists at least one uncorrectable 
error burst of any length b which exceeds min(Ba 0 , Ba 1 ,...). 
I t  is obvious from the decoding process that not all error bursts can be 
corrected ifb > p. Letp ~ b > Ban for some n. I fa~ is prime then a~[Ha~ = 1 
and Ban = p -- 1, which means that b = p. One uncorrectable error burst of 
length p is that for which every single bit within the burst is erroneous, in which 
case the sequence P is "all 1", and it therefore quals any cyclic shift of itself. 
I f  a, is nonprime it can be assumed, without loss of generality, that n is the 
smallest number for which b > Ban • In this case the following lemmas hold. 
LEMMA 1. Ha n is not a factor of am for m < n. 
Proof. Since an =p- -n (q - -p ) ,  it follows that am >an for m <n.  
Assuming IIan is a factor of am then Has >~ Ham (Ham is the smallest factor 
of am), and it follows that am[Ham > a~fH%. But Ban -~ p -- anfHan, from 
which it follows that Ban > Barn, and further b > Barn for m < n, which 
contradicts the assumption on n. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Ha n > n.  
Proof. Let 
r = a .  + f la . .  (q - p )  = p - n(q - p )  + Ha . "  (q - p )  
= p - (n - I I a . ) (q  - p ) .  
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From the first equality it follows that r is divisible by I l a  m , and from the last 
equality it follows that if n >~ Ham then r = am for some 0 ~< m < n. It then 
follows from Lemma 1 that Ham > n. Q.E.D. 
Let A be a binary sequence of length an/I Iam having a 1 element in the first 
place and in the (b - -  Ba~)th place. (Since b ~< p and Ba n ~ p - -  an/Ha  m it 
follows that b - -  Ban  <~ am/Han). All the elements of A after the (b -- Ban)th 
place are 0, and the rest are arbitrary. Let C be a sequence constructed by 
attaching consecutively Ha n - -n  sequences A (in view of Lemma 2, 
Ham - -  n ~ 1), and let D denote a sequence of q -- p successive zeros. 
Sequences P and P '  are constructed by attaching _d, C, and D consecutively 
in the following way. 
P = C, (D, A), (D, A),..., (D, d) 
n times 
P '  = (A, D), (d, D),..., (d, D), C. 
n times 
It is obvious that P and P '  are of length p and have "ones" as first and bth 
elements, the elements after the bth place being zeros. It is also obvious that P 
and P '  are obtained one from the other by a cyclic shift. I f  one more sequence D
is attached to the end of P and P ' ,  then sequences Q and Q' are obtained, where 
one is a cyclic shift of the other. (It should be mentioned that the described way 
of constructing P, P',  Q, and Q' for b > Ba n , is not the only one possible.) 
In view of previous considerations it can be conluded that if the first b elements 
of P are an error-burst pattern, this burst cannot be corrected uniquely. 
Theorem 2 has thus been proved. 
3. PERFORMANCE 
Theorem 2 shows how to optimize the code generated by f (X )  in the sense 
that givenp and q, the highest possible value of b is determined. It was observed 
that the values predicted for b by Bahl and Chien (1969) are in most cases far 
from optimal. All 11 listed Tenegol'ts low-redundancy codes are optimal. 
However, they are only some of the codes satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, 
since they depend on the error-burst pattern. (It has also not been proved that all 
possible Tenegol'ts low-redundancy codes are optimal.) 
The following table shows some possible codes. The efficiency is defined as 
2b/(n - -  k), where the numerator is the minimum theoretical number of parity 
bits needed for correcting a burst of length b or less, while the denominator 
is the actual number of parity bits used. (The efficiency of a Fire code and that 
of Bahl and Chien is about 67 %). 
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TABLE I 
Some Suggested Burst-Correcting Cyclic Codes ~ 
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Burst- 
correcting Rate Efficiency 
Ability b (n, k) (%) (%) q p 
22 (667,6t6) 92.3 86.2 29 23 
28 (1015,952) 93.8 88.8 35 29 
32 (1591,1512) 95.0 81.0 43 37 
40 (2173,2080) 95.7 86.0 53 41 
52 (3445,3328) 96.6 88.8 65 53 
60 (5185, 5040) 97.2 82.7 85 61 
82 (9379, 9184) 97.9 84.1 113 83 
96 (12139, 11916) 98.2 86.0 127 97 
100 (13231, 13000) 98.3 86.5 131 101 
The first code in this list has also been devised by Fujiwara et al. (1970). Some others 
are Tenengol'ts low redundancy codes. 
TABLE II 
Comparison of Some Codes 
b n 
Suggested code "Most efficient code" 
Rate Rate 
k (%) k (%) 
30 1,000 926 92.6 910 91 
40 1,000 906 90.6 890 89 
40 2,000 1,906 95.3 1,896 94.8 
50 2,000 1,882 94.1 1,870 93.5 
50 3,000 2,882 96.1 2,857 95.2 
60 3,000 2, 854 95.1 2,844 94.8 
60 5,000 4,854 97.1 4,820 96.4 
70 4,000 3,824 95.6 3,818 95.4 
70 7,000 6,824 97.5 6,784 96.9 
80 4,000 3,804 95. I 3,792 94.8 
80 9,000 8,804 97.8 8,760 97.3 
100 5,000 4,768 95.3 4,740 94, 8 
100 10,000 9,768 97.6 9,700 97 
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A list of the known codes is given in Lin (1970). "These codes and the codes 
derived from them by the interlacing (interleaving) are the most efficient 
single-burst error-correcting codes known." 
Table I I  compares the performance of the suggested codes with that of the 
known codes for the same values of b and n. (In order to achieve the specified 
values of b and n, the known codes were interleaved. Both codes were shortened 
when necessary.) 
In most cases where b > 28 and b/n ~ 5 % the suggested codes outperform 
the known ones (higher efficiency and higher rate for the same b and n). 
4. ERROR-DETECTION CAPABILITY 
Referring to the decoding process described in the Introduction, an un- 
correctable rror burst is detected when at least one of the two described checks 
(the equality of the first p stages of R 1 and R 2 , and the "all 0" check) has not 
been satisfied by the time the stored message is completely shifted out of the 
buffer. 
It has been shown before that not all error bursts of lengthp can be corrected. 
In the design of the decoder, no precaution was taken against the possibility 
of a false correction of such a burst. A slight modification of the decoder described 
in Fig. lb enables the detection of a burst of length p. Under this modification 
the test which compares the content of some stages of R 1 and R z will include only 
the first p --  1 stages. The "all 0" test will include the last stage of R 1 and the 
pth stage of R 2 . (These stages cannot contain a 0 if the burst is of length p.) 
LEMMA. All error bursts of length b -~ p q- 1 are detected. 
Proof. The first and last elements of the error burst are p places apart, 
and when added in the input to R 1 during the decoding process, they cancel 
each other. It follows that the number of "1" elements in R 1 will be less by 2 
than the corresponding number in R z , and an uneorreetable error is detected, 
since no match is possible between the content of the first p stages of R 1 and 
R~, where the rest of the stages contain 0. 
LEMMA. All error bursts of length p + 1 < b ~ q -- p are detected (this 
applies, of course, only to the case where q > 2p). 
Proof. The content of R2 is a cyclic shift of a sequence which has a "1" 
element in its first and bth places, where p+l  <b ~q- -p .  No cyclic 
shift of such a sequence can have q --  p successive zeros at its end. This mean 
that the "all 0" check is never satisfied. 
It can be concluded from what was said up to now that if b ~ max(p q- 1, 
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q - -p )  the error is detected (assuming the described modification which makes 
possible the detection of a burst of length p). 
LEMMA. I f  max(p - /  1, q -- p) < b <~ q, then the probability of not detecting 
an error is less than p • 2 ~-q. 
Proof. It has been assumed that the error burst has an equal probability 
of having any particular pattern. The probability of not detecting an error is 
defined as the number of undetectable patterns divided by the total number of 
possible patterns. 
I f  q - -p  %p@ 1 <b,  or p~ 1 <q- -p  ~b,  then for both cases a 
sequence of length q of which the first b elements equal the error pattern while 
the rest are zeros cannot have q - -p  successive zeros at its end. For a cyclic 
shift of this sequence (which is the content of R2) to have this number of zeros 
at its end, this sequence must have q - -p  successive zeros within the first b 
places. This group of zeros can start anywhere between the second place and 
the {b -- (q --p)}th place (the first and bth elements must be "ones"). These 
zeros therefore have less than p different places from where they may start 
(since p < q). It follows that the probability of having an undetectable error 
is less than p • 2b-2-(q-~)/2~-2 ~-p - 2 ~-q. 
The case where p = 61, q = 85 has been chosen for demonstrating the error- 
detection capability of the code. In this case every burst of length 61 and 62 
is detected and the probability of not detecting a burst of length 62 < b ~ 85 
is less than 2 × 10 -6. 
For the case where q > 2p we choose p = 31, q = 100; 
(a) any error burst of length 30 or less is corrected; 
(b) any error burst of length 70 or less is detected; 
(c) the probability of not detecting an error of a length between 71 and 
100 is less than 10 -2°. 
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